
Thirsk Bowmen

New Starters Guide to Archery

Introduction

Welcome to Thirsk Bowmen Archery Club.

Thirsk Bowmen was originally formed in 1824 but was dissolved around 1880. The club’s 
original trophies were then handed over to the Ancient Scorton Arrow Competition.

The club was reformed in 1994, and now has a wide variety of members: Senior (over 18) 
Ladies and Gentlemen archers and Thirsk Junior Bowmen.  This is also the home of Thirsk 
Bowmen for all, for archers with registered disability. Whilst the Recurve bow remains the 
most popular bow used, we also have archers who shoot Longbow, Compound bow and 
Barebow. Some members choose to just shoot socially, whilst others enjoy shooting in 
competition.

On successful completion of the Beginner’s Course, you have the opportunity to join the club, 
and by so doing, also join Archery GB (This membership entitles you, if you choose, to shoot 
at not only our own club competitions, but also ‘open’ competitions at other clubs.

Even if you don’t wish to shoot against other archers, most members record their scores at the
butts on a regular basis, and submit them to the Handicap Officer, which in time provide each 
archer with a handicap, and a classification as distance and accuracy increase (Third Class 

being the most modest, progressing through 2nd and 1st Class, to Bowman, Master Bowman 
and Grand Master Bowman).

See the appendix at the end of this Guide for a basic definition of Handicaps and 
classifications. They won’t be too important to you to begin with, but if you have a little 
working knowledge of them from the start, it will make sense of the jargon.



Committee

The Club is run by a committee which is elected by the members at an Annual General Meeting. 
Your current committee is:

            Ken Billings, Chairman                                                Ian Warnock, Vice Chairman
            Shoots longbow and recurve                                         Shoots recurve

            Liz Fletcher, Secretary                                                  Nick Morgan, Treasurer
            Shoots recurve                                                              Shoots recurve

 
           Babs Billings, Social Officer                                        Mark Fieldhouse, Records Officer
           Shoots recurve and barebow                                         Shoots recurve



        Malcolm Dukes, Membership Secretary                       Colin Guy, website and communications
        Shoots recurve, longbow and compound                      Shoots recurve

 

          Tom Fewz, Facilities Officer                                      Roger Smart, Juniors Officer
         Shoots recurve, longbow and barebow                       Shoots recurve

Non-committee Officers

          Allan Shuker,                                                                  Denise Brockband,                          
          Archery GB Regional Judge                                           Schools Project Officer
          Child Protection Officer                                                  Shoots Recurve
          Shoots barebow



Coaching Staff

Whilst in reality, an awful lot of help is available from long-standing members who are not Archery 
GB qualified coaches, any formal coaching will be led by one or more of our qualified coaches. 
They are:

            Danny Cameron,                                                           Thomas Keane,
            Archery GB County Coach                                           Archery GB Level 2 Coach
            Club’s Lead Coach                                                        Beginners Course Co-ordinator
            Shoots longbow, recurve and compound                      Lead Juniors Coach                              
                                                                                                  Shoots recurve and barebow                 

            Tanya Nightengale,                                                       Ian Chappell,
            Archery GB Level 2 Coach                                          Archery GB Level 1 Coach
            Shoots barebow, flatbow, recurve and longbow          Shoots barebow, flatbow and longbow
          
          

            

  
 

   

   

              Neal Brown,                                                               Linton Austen,
              Archery GB Level 1 Candidate Coach                      Archery GB Level 1 Candidate Coach
              Shoots Recurve                                                          Shoots Recurve



Safety
Of all sports practiced in the UK, archery has one of the lowest levels of injuries sustained, but this 
is only achieved through a good understanding of the risks involved and how to prevent them.

1. FAST-the warning cry means STOP SHOOTING. Hold fast to the string and ‘come down’.     
REMOVE ARROW FROM THE BOW AND PLACE IN QUIVER.

2. Cease shooting and shout FAST if there is the slightest likelihood of anyone crossing in front 
or behind the target.

3. A loaded bow, drawn or undrawn shall NEVER be pointed at anyone.
4. Arrows shall be shot ONLY at the target. NEVER SHOOT AN ARROW UP INTO THE AIR. As 

what goes up, must come down.
5. Draw to reference point ONLY, NOT BEHIND THE EAR.
6. Make certain that you are using arrows of a correct length for you and the bow
7. If you overdraw and jam the arrow into the bow handle or your hand: KEEP DRAWING AND 

LEAN FORWARD.
8. On bracing the bow, ensure that the string loops are secure in the bow nocks.
9. DO NOT draw a wooden bow without an arrow of the correct length for the bow correctly 

nocked.
10. DO NOT shoot from behind the shooting line.
11. DO NOT step forward from the shooting line for any reason until told to do so.
12. Walk to and from the target to retrieve arrows: DO NOT RUN.
13. DO NOT WALK DIRECTLY INLINE WITH THE BOSS WHEN RETRIEVING ARROWS, WALK 

ALWAYS TO ONE SIDE.
14. Make certain that no-one is behind you when withdrawing arrows from the target.
15. DO NOT cross the waiting line until it is your turn to shoot.
16. NEVER SHOOT WITH DAMAGED ARROWS OR A DAMAGED BOW.
17. DO NOT load an arrow onto the bow unless on the shooting line.
18. If an arrow falls off the arrow rest, come down and start again.
19. NEVER shoot a bow with a low bracing height.
20. REMOVE all jewellery such as necklaces, and tie back long hair before shooting.
21. ALWAYS WEAR COVERED SHOES, NOT OPENED TOPPED SHOES, e.g. flip-flops.
22. NEVER shoot a bow with a twisted limb.
23. NEVER shoot a bow without an arrow, i.e. shooting a ‘dry bow’.
24. WHISTLE COMMANDS are often used and must be obeyed. They are:
          A single blast to start shooting
          Three blasts to collect arrows from the target
          A series of rapid blasts means “FAST”

CAUTION: PLEASE NOTE!
CARBON ARROWS DO BREAK. USE AN ARROW PULLER TO REMOVE ARROWS FROM THE 
BOSS. CARBON FIBRES ARE NOT DETECTABLE BY X-RAY AND CANNOT BE DETECTED ONCE 
IN THE BLOOD STREAM.



Archery Etiquette

A Good Archer:

1. DOES NOT talk in a loud voice while others are shooting.
2. DOES NOT talk to another archer who prefers to be silent.
3. DOES NOT offer advice unless it is asked for.
4. DOES NOT express either joy or disgust when on the shooting line.
5. DOES NOT touch another archer’s equipment without the permission of the owner.
6. DOES NOT walk up and down the shooting line comparing scores.
7. DOES NOT go behind the target to retrieve arrows before the scores have been recorded.
8. When calling scores, do so in groups of three, e.g. ‘9-9-9’ pause ‘7-7-5’.
9. If one breaks another archer’s arrow, though his or her own carelessness it should be paid 

for at the shoot “in cash”.
10. DOES NOT leave litter.
11. Leaves his or her ipod / radio etc at home, and switches off their mobile phone
12. Thanks the target captain at the end of each round for the work done on his or her behalf.
13. Always helps to put equipment away e.g. bosses, etc.

Warming Up and Cooling Down

If you want to shoot well, and take all reasonable steps to avoid self injury (through muscular or 
ligamental damage), Warming Up and Cooling Down are an essential part of the shooting process.

Warming Up
a) Cardiovascular
b) Warming the Relevant Muscles and Joints (not stretching them)
c) Sports Specific
d) Mental Preparation

Cooling Down
a) Gentle muscular stretching
b) Shake Down and relaxing



The Shot Sequence

When you first start archery you will probably find that there seems to be a heck of a lot to remember, and 
you find us asking you to get your mind and body working together in ways you haven’t tried to do before.
Some people seem to take to the process more easily than others, but don’t be deterred, and bear a few 
thoughts in mind as you go along.
Archery is about consistency. If you don’t go about the shot sequence the same way twice, the arrow will 
only go in the same place by chance. And you can be sure it won’t go in the same place a third time by 
chance!
So, archery is, according to one writer, the art of repetition, or in the words of one brilliant coach, “the sport 
of the elimination of variables.” It all boils down to consistency. The more you practice, the more consistent 
you become. This gives you control. Control gives you accuracy.

So, as you are learning the sport, its useful to try and think about the ‘components’ of the sequence you 
should do each time you shoot, get each component right, and then seek to repeat exactly each time.

Rather than try and describe in words what you will learn quicker actually doing it, here are some prompts 
about those components, which leave a gap after each one for you to jot down any notes you might find 
useful. Please don’t be afraid to ask questions.

Stance (how you set and maintain the lower part of your body)

Posture (how you align and make the most efficient use of your upper body)

Bow Hand (how you set your hand into the handle of the bow)

String Hand (where your fingers come into contact with the string for best efficiency)

Pre Draw (how you prepare yourself once your hands are in position but before…)

Bow Lift (the way the arm holding the bow is raised and the effect on other components)

Draw (the process by which you pull back the string)

Reference (how you aim consistently and efficiently)

Release and Follow Through (how you release the string to shoot the bow, and the aftereffects of 
that on the body)

Return to Zero (bringing you body back to a consistent point to go through the process again)



Bow Types

1. Recurve

The most commonly used bow for the sport of archery around the world, and the only one which 
can be used in Olympic competition. The training bows you use on the Beginner’s Course are 
recurves, but as you will see from existing members, bells and whistles are gained the more you 
invest (although none are a substitute for good technique).

2. Longbow

The only game in town if you were bringing down the baddies at Agincourt, but currently enjoying 
a revival for ensuring the archer takes the most stripped-down approach to the sport.

3. Compound

A bow style developed in the USA in the 1960s for hunting, using a leverage process to store a lot 
more power in the bow. Very powerful and potentially very accurate.

4. Barebow

Less of a bow type, more of a style of shooting which can be applied to recurves, compounds and 
traditional bows which avoids the use of sights and other technical aids.
See our online Guide to Buying your first Bow for more information.

Main Shooting Disciplines

1. Target Archery
Shooting at targets, where the original design was having the Gold at the height of the average 
man’s chest was one of the oldest ways of practicing for warfare. These days it is the most common 
form of archery in the UK, and the only one which is an Olympic discipline. Distances can be 
metric (referred to as FITA, after the International organisation’s standards: 18m-90m) or in old 
money (referred to as Imperial or GNAS, after previous name of the UK organizing body: 20 yards 
– 100 yards).
Only attempt to increase your shooting distance once you are competent at the lower ones.

2. Clout
Shooting at a distant flag (cloth: ‘clout’) from between 80 yards and 180 yards away (in old 
money), the distance depending on your age and gender. At Thirsk Bowmen, we do this during the 
winter months, including the already famous Brass Monkey Clout competition against our friends 
and neighbours, St Georges of Harrogate.

3. Field
This is shooting at targets (often mimicking animals) over mixed terrain. We don’t shoot this 
discipline at Thirsk.

Please note that hunting with a bow and arrow is against the law in the United Kingdom.



GNAS and FITA Rounds - outdoor



Checklist of things to remember each time you come to shoot

1. Sign in
2. Pay your target fee for the session
3. Get your own kit set up (using the Bow Set Up Checklist, which you can access online)
4. Grab a score sheet
5. Decide what round to shoot, if you are doing so
6. Warm Up, regardless of how silly you think it looks
7. Set up any addition to the range, with courtesy to other archers
8. Shoot two ends (six arrows at a time, outdoors) of sighters at the furthest distance required by the 

round you are shooting
9. Shoot your round and record your scores
10. Make sure ALL details on your score sheet, and put it in the score record slot in the clubhouse
11. Cool Down, regardless of how silly you still think this looks
12. Put your own kit away
13. Put away target faces, etc, and make sure everything is secure before you leave, if you are the last 

one off site.



Handicap Basic Definition

Whilst Archery Handicap Tables are defined within the Archery GB Rules of Shooting, individual 
archer records are not compulsory, and are administered and kept at club level.

Handicaps are awarded on a scale of 100 to 0, with a lower score indicating a higher standard

Indoor (Handicap Table 4) and Outdoor (Handicap tables 1-3) shooting has separate handicaps for the
same archer

Handicaps are reviewed annually for individual archers

A novice archer must shoot three formal rounds (as recognized in the Handicap Tables) to attain a 
handicap. Any additional round shot in that annual period can improve the handicap.

For outdoor archery, any club with 10 or more members can be loaned a GNAS Handicap 
Improvement Medal, to be awarded once a year.

Classification Basic Definition

The Classification Scheme is separate to the Handicap Scheme, with separate calculation tables 
within the Archery GB Rules of Shooting. 

From 3rd Class up to Bowman, it is Club administered, whilst Master Bowmen and Grand Master 
Bowmen must be claimed and ratified by Archery GB (for rounds shot beyond the confines of Club 
activity).

Unlike the Handicap Scheme, score tables for Classifications define achievement by breaking down
scoring by gender, bow type and age (and there is also an indoor scheme, rating A down to H).

Once an archer achieves a Classification (from a minimum of three recorded rounds, all of which 
must meet or exceed the score for that classification), they keep that for the following year, unless 
they improve on it or change age group.

Outdoors, higher classifications tend to make greater demands on the archer than just scoring 
higher, but rather increasing distance, and the number of arrows shot in a round.


